1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Theoretical evidence backed by the growing literature shows that news in general cannot be ignored when predicting the movements in economic/financial variables (see [@bb0255] for a review of the literature). The "price pressure hypothesis" or "attention theory" (see [@bb0065]) and "network analysis" (see [@bb0290]) lend credence to this fact. The "pressure price hypothesis" on the one hand, states that individual investors tend to buy stocks that attract their attention because individual investors do not have enough time or resources to examine thousands of stocks. This often implies that stocks capturing investors\' attention (often through news) and searched intensively tend to generate abnormally high returns and trading volume ([@bb0415]). On the other hand, the rationale behind "network analysis" is underscored by the fact that individual or retail investors tend to adopt feedback strategies and rely primarily on stock information to infer value of a stock ([@bb0050]). Therefore, co-attention networks promote information that captures investors\' attention ([@bb0115]).

Understanding how this relationship works is crucial for certain reasons. First, buying and selling decisions made by individual investors are now more dependent on available news content. Second, the gradual emergence of social media investment platforms which now use crowd wisdom (or wisdom of crowds) and shared information to help users make better decisions ([@bb0090]). Meanwhile, how certain news - good or bad (positive or negative) - affect macroeconomic variables especially stock returns remains a subject of debate among researchers. [@bb0140], [@bb0010] and [@bb0410] citing "bad news principle" argue that only bad news matters in investment decision but [@bb0260] and [@bb0255] find that both positive and negative news affect investment decisions. A number of studies have considered variable-specific news such as oil price news and economic news in predicting stock returns (see [@bb0100]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0230]; [@bb0250]; [@bb0255]; [@bb0260]; [@bb0395]) while we utilized health news, the choice of which is influenced by the current pandemic.

The outbreak of COVID-19 which triggered crisis in global financial economy is of special interest. Efforts to contain the spread of this disease such as quarantine and restrictions on mobility of labor are slowing down the world economy. Reduction in supply caused by a disrupted global supply chain and a fall in demand have continued to discourage investment and increased risk aversion which is now eroding business and consumer confidence. Commodity prices have nosedived, stock prices are at 10-year record low and still falling ([@bb0295]). The global stock markets continue to sink in the absence of timely policy intervention. Emerging reports from around the world have shown a highly steeped downward sloping trend. Markets in Australia, South Korea and Hong Kong drop by more than 5% daily while in China, it is about 3%. Similarly, in the United States, the stock market has faced the same fate. Further aggravated by falling oil prices, investors are hurriedly selling their stocks and share prices are crashing.

With the growing uncertainty in the business arena and no end in sight, the choice of making investment decisions under an extremely dicey condition becomes increasingly inevitable. To avoid the economy going into depression, investment must be sustained. Private investors will need sufficient information to restore their confidence and national government will require advice on the best policy intervention to create an enabling business environment. Knowledge of how stock prices might behave at later dates presents a unique opportunity to stakeholders. This does not only restore market efficiency but also allows investors enough room for strategic planning. Thus, the findings of this study will offer useful insights to investors seeking to maximize returns in the presence of global health crisis.

Studies analyzing the impact of news on return predictability are gradually gaining prominence. The notable ones among them are [@bb0095], [@bb0055], [@bb0075], [@bb0415], [@bb0265], [@bb0420], [@bb0225], [@bb0255], [@bb0285], [@bb0465], and [@bb0185], among others. Nonetheless, these studies differ in their choice of news. Majority have used Google searches (see [@bb0185]; for a review) while a few others have used other news sources such as prints and electronic media (see [@bb0255]; for a review). Thus, the use of news to predict stock returns is not new and they involve macroeconomic and financial news. What has remained understudied in the literature is the use of health news in return predictability and this constitutes the main contribution of the study. Research in this area becomes crucial given investors\' sentiment about the severe consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic on their returns coupled with the need to seek safe investments to minimize the impending high risks and uncertainties associated with pandemic.

In this paper, we utilize health news obtained through Google searches to analyze the predictability of stock returns. The intention is to examine how the news associated with the outbreak of COVID-19 has influenced the trading activities in global stock exchanges particularly those that seem to be worse hit by the pandemic. Since the pandemic is health-related, we hypothesize that related news will be sought by investors when making investment decisions particularly in terms of the severity of the pandemic on the global economy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to incorporate health news in the predictive model for stock returns.[1](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"} To achieve this objective, we consider the following. First, we evaluate the predictability of health news as a potential predictor of stock returns during the pandemic period and beyond. Consequently, we evaluate both the in-sample and out-of-sample forecast performance of the health news-based predictive model for stock returns. This essentially requires comparing the forecast performance of the proposed model with the benchmark model (conventionally described as historical or constant returns model). Third, we further test whether controlling for macro-based predictors will enhance the forecast performance of the proposed model. Fourth, we use dataset that seems global in nature as we cover twenty (20) countries that appear to be worse hit by the COVID-19. Essentially, we use two parameters to identify these countries: the reported cases and deaths associated with the pandemic. Given the countries covered in our analyses with greater impacts on the global economy than other countries of the world put together, it becomes easier to draw meaning generalizations from our research findings. The main findings from our results reveal that incorporating health-related information in the valuation of stocks improves forecast accuracy. Besides, accounting for "asymmetry" effect in terms of good and bad health news and adjusting for macroeconomic factors such as oil price and exchange rate further improves the forecast performance. Several robustness checks are considered to validate the results.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows: [Section 2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"} describes the data with some preliminary statistics and discussions on the behavior of relevant variables; the empirical methodology is detailed in [Section 3](#s0015){ref-type="sec"}; [Section 4](#s0020){ref-type="sec"} discusses the findings of the study; and [Section 5](#s0030){ref-type="sec"} concludes the paper.

2. Data and preliminary analyses {#s0010}
================================

Our datasets consist of stock prices (in USD) of the 20 worst-hit countries by the pandemic and corresponding volumes of searches relating to health news. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} shows the list of these countries with the most reported cases and reported deaths of COVID-19 as of 30th of March 2020, as pulled from the website ([www.cdc.gov](http://www.cdc.gov){#ir0005}) of the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The list shows the rank of individual countries according to the number of cases and deaths reported respectively. The stock index data for each of the country was obtained from [www.investing.com](http://www.investing.com){#ir0010} historical data archive.[2](#fn0010){ref-type="fn"} The keyword "health news" was to capture health-related news in order to accommodate all forms of health news searches during the considered period either directly related to COVID-19 or otherwise. The corresponding search volumes using keyword "health news" were obtained from Google trends (<https://trends.google.com/trends/explore>). Although that data is available in different time frequencies, the daily frequency is preferred and extracted on the 30th of March 2020 starting from 1st of January 2020. The general restriction of the start date to 1st of January 2020 is as a result of data availability as Google trends allows for daily frequencies for data spanning a 90-day period or less.Table 1List of countries with high incidence of COVID-19 Cases and Deaths.Table 1RankList of countries with high casesActual cases reportedList of countries with high deathsActual death reported1United States143,025Italy10,7812Italy99,689Spain68203China82,463China33114Spain78,797France26065Germany57,298United States25096France40,174United Kingdom12287United Kingdom19,522Netherlands7718Switzerland14,274Germany4559Netherlands10,866Belgium43110Belgium10,836Switzerland25711South Korea9661South Korea15812Turkey9217Brazil13613Austria8813Turkey13114Canada6255Portugal11915Portugal5962Indonesia11416Brazil4256Sweden11017Israel4247Austria8618Norway4102Denmark7219Australia4093Philippines7120Sweden3700Canada60[^1]

[Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} illustrates the descriptive analysis of countries\' stock returns and evaluates its relationship with health-related news. The table summarizes the mean and standard deviation of stock returns across all the countries as well as the behavior of stock returns when health-news searches increase or decline. The reported average values in Column I of [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} represent the average stock returns across all the countries at the average health-related news searches over the period under consideration, January 01 to March 30. However, Columns II & III report average country stock returns and its standard deviation when the health-news index is below and above its average value, respectively.Table 2Summary statistics for country-specific, global and panel/group-specific variables.Table 2CountryIIIIIIUSMean−0.27512−0.14457−0.51975Std. dev2.9236922.6132093.204853ItalyMean−0.302590.203158−1.0147Std. dev3.4654392.6891754.219403ChinaMean−0.1081−0.12773−0.10306Std. dev1.5865131.1792971.938712SpainMean−0.343010.095484−0.96711Std. dev3.0624922.5164573.601903GermanyMean−0.279080.058186−0.77646Std. dev3.2139112.7051063.678072FranceMean−0.287330.114451−0.8722Std. dev3.209832.6004143.785131UKMean−0.29190.000219−0.72472Std. dev2.8534472.3103463.339457SwitzerlandMean−0.111650.183638−0.54206Std. dev2.815632.1606013.380111NetherlandsMean−0.45606−0.11641−1.16842Std. dev5.5357675.1321575.722084BelgiumMean−0.38496−0.31019−0.61429Std. dev3.5927723.372143.95359South KoreaMean−0.22093−0.08243−0.45071Std. dev2.4074752.6852011.986428TurkeyMean−0.27049−0.02928−0.59013Std. dev2.3319361.9702482.630663AustriaMean−0.459130.027861−1.14705Std. dev3.5542423.1265254.008587CanadaMean−0.254220.373664−1.07008std. dev3.070142.9405873.05896Portugalmean−0.25613−0.04976−0.58427Std. dev2.57562.1944172.934657BrazilMean−0.64923−0.12335−1.47166Std. dev4.4679764.0522834.922037SwedenMean−0.20767−0.2272−0.2761Std. dev2.8205593.2243562.524903IsraelMean−0.26765−0.13891−0.46261Std. dev2.3250982.1082592.531108NorwayMean−0.86409−1.58061−3.89979Std. dev12.498356.6316079.702619AustraliaMean0.0442370.426341−0.51504Std. dev2.6868672.6098282.643399IndonesiaMean−0.35459−0.71135−0.03043Std. dev2.8342173.062152.621795DenmarkMean−0.049970.186669−0.37901Std. dev2.140591.5612752.619893PhilippinesMean−1.40331−0.43422−0.31947Std. dev11.338043.7781934.53154[^2]

It is evident from the table that all of the 20 COVID-19 worst hit countries both in terms of reported cases and deaths experienced a decline in their stock returns with all of them recording negative stock returns during this period with the exception of Australia. The positive returns seen in Australia was expectedly so because the country had suffered economic crises since before the announcement of COVID-19 with the incidences of wild fire disrupting economic activities around the country. The announcement period coincided with the halt of the crisis, when economy had just begun to recover. The United States and Italy despite being most hit with the highest recorded cases and deaths respectively experienced a modest negative stock return. The analyses in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} further show that as the health-related news search increases, stock returns decline across all the countries considered. On the other hand, when health news search declines, stock returns across these countries are above their averages.

These findings have vast implications for the global economy. One, it implies that investment returns during this period will largely depend on the extent of reportage and global discourse surrounding COVID-19, investors would be very cautious to observe the trend of the pandemic before committing their wealth. For this reason, there is likely going to be absence of any serious investment while news of COVID-19 gathers momentum. If cases of infection continue, the global economy will plunge into an inevitable recession. Two, it also connotes that countries that heal fast from the pandemic will likewise achieve quicker economic recovery than those that heal later.

[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} is an illustration of the relationship between stock returns and changes in health news since the announcement of COVID-19. The graphical illustration reveals some co-movements between the two series for all the countries with health news being more volatile. The earlier part of the period of COVID-19 announcement witnessed a minimal fluctuation while an increased fluctuation was recorded in the later part of the period. The graph shows that stock returns did not respond immediately to increased fluctuation in health news and only started responding until about the 3rd month of its announcement. This maybe because of the gradual spread of the disease with only few cases reported in Europe and America at those times.Fig. 1Cross-country stock returns and health news.Note: stock and hnews denote stock returns and changes in health news search respectively.Fig. 1

3. Methodology {#s0015}
==============

We construct a predictive model to evaluate the evident relationship between health-related news and stock returns of the worst-hit countries by the COVID-19 pandemic. In line with the study objectives, the predictive power is compared with other plausible forecast models for stock returns. The short-time span since the emergence of the pandemic informs our choice of panel data forecasting approach. By pooling the stock returns series for the 20 most affected countries in terms of cases and deaths, the likely problem of insufficient observations for a country-by-country analysis is circumvented[3](#fn0015){ref-type="fn"} (see [@bb0195]; [@bb0320]). A generic specification for a typical panel data regression model can be expressed as[4](#fn0020){ref-type="fn"} :$$r_{i} = \alpha i_{T} + X_{i}\beta_{i} + e_{i} = Z_{i}\gamma_{i} + e_{i};i = 1,2,3,...,N$$where for every *i* with *T* time series dimension, *r* ~*i*~ is (*T* × 1) vector of stock returns computed as log returns (100 ∗ log (*p* ~*t*~/*p* ~*t*−1~)); *Z* ~*i*~ = \[*i* ~*T*~,  *X* ~*i*~\]; *X* ~*i*~ is (*T* × *K*); ${\gamma_{i}}^{\prime} = \left( {\alpha_{i},\beta_{i}^{\prime}} \right)$; *i* ~*T*~ is a vector of ones of dimension *T*; and *e* ~*i*~ is (*T* × 1). The panel data model in matrix form is specified this way to be able to isolate the slope coefficient for each country *i* without loss of generality (see [@bb0030] for some computational details). In the empirical literature, some studies have favoured the choice of homogenous panels (see [@bb0045]; [@bb0040]; [@bb0180]). [@bb0045] in particular find that homogeneous panel data estimators beat the heterogeneous and shrinkage type estimators in RMSE performance for out-of-sample forecasts and a further complement from [@bb0180] shows that pooled homogeneous estimators outperform their heterogeneous counterparts in out-of-sample forecasts as well. Another strand of empirical literature favours the heterogeneous panel models (see for example, [@bb0300]; [@bb0335]). The analyses using heterogenous panel can be done based each country\'s time series regression, or employing various estimation methods described in the earlier papers (see [@bb0025]; [@bb0240]; [@bb0300]; [@bb0330]; [@bb0335]; [@bb0355]; [@bb0370]). However, the homogeneous panel model is parsimonious (particularly with short *T* which is the case here) compared to the more parameter-consuming heterogeneous estimators. Besides, it conforms with "keep it simple" principle advocated by [@bb0035] and [@bb0135], among others.

Consequently, we employ the homogenous panels given the short T dimension of our data. We begin our analyses with the baseline model involving the constant return (historical average) model which ignores any potential predictor of stock and is specified as[5](#fn0025){ref-type="fn"} :$$r_{\mathit{it}} = \alpha + e_{\mathit{it}};t = 1,2,3,...,T;i = 1,2,3,...,N$$where *r* ~*it*~ denotes stock returns; *α*is a constant parameter; and *e* ~*it*~ is the error term. We augment the historical average model with the health-news predictor by theoretically relying on the Investor Recognition hypothesis ([@bb0245]). The Investor Recognition hypothesis assumes incomplete market information and investors are not aware of all information about the securities in a market. Therefore, emotions and sentiments based on available information and news influence their decision by selecting only familiar stocks in constructing portfolios (see also [@bb0005]; [@bb0015]; [@bb0055]; [@bb0080]; [@bb0145]; [@bb0205]; [@bb0210]; [@bb0310]; [@bb0480]). The health-news predictability model of stock returns is given as:$$r_{\mathit{it}} = \alpha + \mathit{\delta h}n_{i,t - 1} + e_{\mathit{it}}$$where *hn* ~*it*~ denotes the health news index expressed in natural logs. The health news index is a measure of investors\' awareness and emotions. We also explore an important feature of daily stock returns, the day-of-the-week effect (see [@bb0475] for a review of the literature). To account for this important feature while also avoiding parameter proliferation in the estimable model, we employ a three-step procedure. First, we regress the return series on dummy variables constructed for the five days of the week, that is, $r_{\mathit{it}} = \theta + \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{4}\gamma_{j}D_{\mathit{jit}} + \upsilon_{\mathit{it}}$ where *D* ~*j*~ = 1 for each *j* and zero otherwise. Note that *j* = 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively denotes Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday while Friday is the reference day. In the second step, we derive the "day-of-the-week adjusted returns" (denoted as *r* ~*it*~ ^*d*^) and estimated as $r_{\mathit{it}}^{d} = r_{\mathit{it}} - \left( {\hat{\theta} + \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{4}{\hat{\gamma}}_{j}D_{\mathit{jit}}} \right)$ or simply $r_{\mathit{it}}^{d} = {\hat{\upsilon}}_{\mathit{it}}$. The third step involves substituting the day-of-the-week adjusted stock returns series in the health-news predictability model in Eq. [(3)](#fo0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Thus, Eq. [(3)](#fo0015){ref-type="disp-formula"} is modified to become:$$r_{\mathit{it}}^{\mathit{adj}} = \alpha + \mathit{\delta h}n_{i,t - 1} + e_{\mathit{it}}$$where *r* ~*it*~ ^*adj*^ denotes day-of-the-week adjusted stock returns. A prominent feature when dealing with the predictability of stock returns is to test for possible asymmetry in the predictors, where their positive and negative changes are assumed and have in most case being found to have distinct effects on stock returns (see for example, [@bb0255]; [@bb0270]; [@bb0360]). Hypothetically, a negative asymmetry is expected to impact positively on stock returns, while on the other hand, positive asymmetry, which implies increase in the health-related news search is expected to have a negative impact on stock returns. To account for asymmetry, we follow the [@bb0390] procedure by decomposing the health news indicator into negative and positive changes which are computed as the partial sums defined by *hn* ~*t*~ ^−^ = ∑~*j*=1~ ^*t*^ *Δhn* ~*j*~ ^−^ = ∑~*j*=1~ ^*t*^ min (*Δhn* ~*j*~, 0) and *hn* ~*t*~ ^+^ = ∑~*j*=1~ ^*t*^ *Δhn* ~*j*~ ^+^ = ∑~*j*=1~ ^*t*^ max (*Δhn* ~*j*~, 0) for negative and positive partial sums of health news respectively. The predictive model that accounts for these asymmetries can be re-specified as:$$r_{\mathit{it}}^{\mathit{adj}} = \alpha + \beta_{1}^{+}hn_{i,t - 1}^{+} + \beta_{2}^{-}hn_{i,t - 1}^{-} + e_{\mathit{it}}$$where *β* ~1~ ^+^ and *β* ~1~ ^−^ are respectively the coefficients of the positive and negative asymmetry parameters. Lastly, the Arbitrage Pricing Theory provides the theoretical premise for incorporating systemic or macroeconomic risks in the predictability of stock returns. Therefore, we also account for some other important factors that can influence stock returns. Some of the prominent macro-related fundamentals considered in the empirical literature include earnings expectations and interest rates, in addition to global factors such as exchange rates and crude oil prices (see also [@bb0060]; [@bb0110]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0275]; [@bb0340]; [@bb0350]; [@bb0360]; [@bb0365]; [@bb0380]; [@bb0385]). Due to data limitation however, given the fact that our focus is on the COVID-19 period, our macro-related variables are limited to those that are available at a high frequency namely exchange rate and crude oil prices. On this basis, the single predictor model is extended to become:$$r_{\mathit{it}}^{\mathit{adj}} = \alpha + \mathit{\delta h}n_{i,t - 1} + {Z_{\mathit{it}}}^{\prime}\phi + e_{\mathit{it}}$$where ${Z_{\mathit{it}}}^{\prime}$ is (1 × *K*) vector of additional (macroeconomic) variables, and *ϕ* is (*K* × 1) vector of parameters for the additional *K* regressors.[6](#fn0030){ref-type="fn"} To circumvent having so many parameters in the predictive model and in the spirit of [@bb0455], we adopt the same procedure followed in the computation of the day-of-the-week-adjusted stock returns. In other words, we regress the return series on the selected macro variables,[7](#fn0035){ref-type="fn"} that is, $r_{\mathit{it}} = \vartheta + {Z_{\mathit{it}}}^{\prime}\phi + u_{\mathit{it}}$ and thereafter, the macro-adjusted returns series is regressed on the health news predictor. Ideally, the choice of the return series will be determined by the relative forecast performance of *r* ~*it*~ and *r* ~*it*~ ^*d*^ from the single-predictor case.

Finally, the forecast evaluation of the predictor is rendered using two pair-wise forecast measures, namely [@bb0105] and [@bb0130] tests.[8](#fn0040){ref-type="fn"} These measures are particularly useful when dealing with nested predictive models. The ([@bb0105]) test is specified as:$$\mathit{CT} = 1 - \left( {M\hat{S}E_{u}/M\hat{S}E_{r}} \right)$$where $M\hat{S}E_{u}$ is the mean squared error obtained from the unrestricted model, in this case the health news-based predictor (Eq. [(3)](#fo0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and $M\hat{S}E_{r}$ is the mean squared error obtained from the restricted model (for example, the historical average or constant return model, Eq. [(2)](#fo0050){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Consequently, Eq. [(3)](#fo0015){ref-type="disp-formula"} outperforms Eq. (2) if *CT* \> 0 and vice versa. The [@bb0130] test on the other hand is used to establish the statistical significance of the forecast evaluation procedure in the [@bb0105]. For a forecast horizon *h*, the [@bb0130] test is specified as:$${\hat{f}}_{t + h} = M\hat{S}E_{r} - \left( {M\hat{S}E_{u} - \mathit{adj}} \right)$$where ${\hat{f}}_{t + h}$ is the forecast horizon; $M\hat{S}E_{r}$ and $M\hat{S}E_{u}$ respectively are the squared errors of restricted and unrestricted predictive models and they are respectively computed as: $P^{- 1}\sum\left( {r_{i,t + h} - {\hat{r}}_{\mathit{ri},t + h}} \right)^{2}$ and $P^{- 1}\sum\left( {r_{i,t + h} - {\hat{r}}_{\mathit{ui},t + h}} \right)^{2}$. The term *adj* is included to adjust for noise in the unrestricted model and it is defined by $P^{- 1}\sum\left( {{\hat{r}}_{\mathit{ri},t + h} - {\hat{r}}_{\mathit{ui},t + h}} \right)^{2}$; *P* is the amount of predictions that the averages are computed. Lastly, the statistical significance of regressing ${\hat{f}}_{t + h}$ on a constant confirms the CT test.

For additional results, first we extend the evaluation of the health-news predictability model by investigating the relevance of financial news in the health new predictability of stock returns. The foremost indicator of measuring investors\' sentiments in the global stock markets is the stock market volatility index (VIX) compiled by the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) (for additional literature, see [@bb0020]; [@bb0315]; [@bb0425]; [@bb0445]; [@bb0485]; [@bb0470]). The VIX series is considered as a leading barometer of market volatility relating to listed options and it has been found to have larger in-sample predictability performance on stock markets ([@bb0445]; [@bb0470]; [@bb0485]). Thus, for robustness, we evaluate the forecast performance of the combined news indices, i.e. VIX, an indicator of financial market news, and the health-news index, in the stock returns predictability of top-20 COVID-19 affected countries. The objective here is to see if including the two news indices will produce better forecast accuracy for stock returns relative to the benchmark model as well as the single-predictor health-based model.

The second aspect of the additional results involves accounting for any inherent heterogeneity across the stock returns of the selected countries.[9](#fn0045){ref-type="fn"} We apply the heterogeneous panel model approach suggested by [@bb0125] and [@bb0120] which have been demonstrated to account for unobserved common factors among cross sections (see also [@bb0165]; [@bb0455]). The predictive panel data model for stock returns[10](#fn0050){ref-type="fn"} where the health-related news index is the only predictor as specified in Eq. [(3)](#fo0015){ref-type="disp-formula"} above is re-written as[11](#fn0055){ref-type="fn"} :$$r_{\mathit{it}} = \alpha + \mathit{\delta h}n_{i,t - 1} + e_{\mathit{it}}$$ $$e_{\mathit{it}} = \lambda_{i}f_{t} + u_{\mathit{it}}$$ $$i = 1,2,...,N;t = 1,2,...,T.$$where *α* ~*i*~ and *δ* ~*i*~ in Eq. [(9)](#fo0045){ref-type="disp-formula"} respectively represent the heterogenous intercept and slope coefficients which are allowed to vary across the units; and *e* ~*it*~ is the error term. Note that *e* ~*it*~ is a composite error term comprising an unobserved common factor loading (*f* ~*t*~) accompanied with a heterogeneous factor loading (*λ* ~*i*~) and the remainder error term (*u* ~*it*~). Thus, in addition to allowing for heterogeneity in the predictability, it also incorporates unobserved common factors for the countries\' stock returns. The predictability performance of the stock returns model using the panel heterogenous estimator is evaluated and compared with the historical average model using both the CT and CW tests.

4. Results and discussion {#s0020}
=========================

We evaluate the health news predictability of stock returns since the emergence of COVID-19 by evaluating the stock returns behavior of top 20 most affected countries. We rely on official daily information on the number of reported cases and deaths in the selection of these countries. By pooling countries based on the number of reported cases and deaths, we evaluate the veracity of health-news predictability of stock returns. The four variant models estimated and compared with the historical average (constant returns) model as discussed in the methodology section include: (i) the single factor health-news predictability model (Eq. [(3)](#fo0015){ref-type="disp-formula"} denoted as MD1); (ii) predictability model with day-of-the-week adjusted stock returns series (Eq. [(4)](#fo0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} denoted as MD2); (iii) asymmetry heath-news predictability model (Eq. [(5)](#fo0025){ref-type="disp-formula"} denoted as MD3), and (iv) health news predictability model with macro-adjusted stock returns (Eq. [(6)](#fo0030){ref-type="disp-formula"} denoted as MD4). As discussed in the methodology section, each model from the historical average model (Eq. [(2)](#fo0050){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to the macro-adjusted model (MD4) is specified to account for different fundamentals and their relative forecast performance is evaluated. The predictability results for the four models are summarized in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} and we find that the estimated coefficients for almost all the models are correctly signed and statistically significant following the a priori expectation both across top-cases and top deaths reporting countries. However, while the coefficient of the positive asymmetry is negative, which conforms with the expected sign and statistically significant, the coefficient of the negative asymmetry is also negative over the period under consideration. By implication, regardless of the movements in health news, its impact on stock returns is negative during the pandemic, although, increased searches for health news have greater adverse effects on stock returns. Furthermore, the stock returns predictability estimates after controlling for macroeconomic variables are summarized in the MD4 column of [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}. The estimated coefficient of health-news is also negative and statistically significant conforming with the a priori expectation.Table 3Stock returns predictability results.Table 3CoefficientsMD1MD2MD3MD4Cases*hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~−3.1265[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.2627)−3.0488[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.2628)−3.3164[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.2765)*hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~^+^−2.3602[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.3427)*hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~^−^−1.8250\
(0.4724)  Deaths*hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~−2.5913[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.1999)−2.5157[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.1984)−2.6254[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.2047)*hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~^+^−2.1412[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.2593)*hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~^−^−1.8497[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.3575)[^3][^4]

Next, we examine the forecast performance of each of the contending models, which include the historical average model and the various health-news predictability models. The forecast performance is evaluated for the in-sample and out-of-sample forecast horizons using the two pair-wise forecast measures: [@bb0105] and [@bb0130] tests. The CT statistic compares the Mean Square Error (MSE) or Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), a measure of the deviation of the forecast from the actual, for the contending models and a model (whose RMSE is the numerator) is said to perform better relative to another model (whose RMSE is the denominator) when the CT statistic is positive, otherwise (i.e., if the CT statistic is negative), it does not. The CW test on the other hand provides the formal procedure for ascertaining the statistical significance of the difference in the observed forecast errors. A positive and significant value of the constant parameter in the CW test regression indicates better forecast performance of the model with the adjusted-MSE relative to the one without adjustment (see the Methodology section for details). The CT and CW test results are summarized in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} .Table 4In-sample and out-of-sample forecast evaluation.Table 4In-sampleOut-of-sampleC-T statClark & WestC-T statClark & WestCasesMD1 vs CR0.06711.5869\*\*\* (0.2503)0.08193.8387\*\*\* (0.6297)MD2 vs MD10.00200.4360\*\*\* (0.1582)0.02780.9358\*\*\* (0.1718)MD3 vs CR0.07961.5193\*\*\* (0.1910)0.10813.0375\*\*\* (0.4316)MD3 vs MD10.01330.6328\*\*\* (0.1804)0.02851.1650\*\*\* (0.1895)MD4 vs CR0.07421.5385\*\*\* (0.2182)0.10043.5363\*\*\* (0.5529)MD4 vs MD10.00770.5238\*\*\* (0.1842)0.02010.8641\*\*\* (0.2076)  DeathsMD1 vs CR0.07771.0911\*\*\* (0.1793)0.09632.9146\*\*\* (0.4824)MD2 vs MD10.01380.3327\*\*\* (0.1196)0.03930.7596\*\*\* (0/1358)MD3 vs CR0.11691.0869\*\*\* (0.1296)0.12572.4249\*\*\* (0.3579)MD3 vs MD10.04250.5219\*\*\* (0.1545)0.03250.7835\*\*\* (0.1613)MD4 vs CR0.11331.0953\*\*\* (0.1438)0.12322.6784\*\*\* (0.4185)MD4 vs MD10.03860.4542\*\*\* (0.1605)0.02980.6610\*\*\* (0.1836)[^5]

The positive values for the CT statistics and CW coefficients, as well as the statistical significance of the latter, both for in-sample and out-of-sample data samples, indicate the outperformance of the models over the historical average predictor. By implication, the results establish that: (i) the single-predictor model of stock returns with health-news index as the predictor outperforms the historical average (constant returns) model; (ii) adjusting stock returns series for day-of-the-week effect is relevant and improves the forecast performance of the single predictor; (iii) asymmetry in health-news searches is important in the predictability of stock returns, although increased searches for health news have greater depressing effect on stock returns; and, (iv) controlling for macroeconomic variables improves the forecasting performance of stock returns predictability.

4.1. Additional results {#s0025}
-----------------------

As discussed in the methodology section, our first additional results involve evaluating the forecast performance of the stock returns predictability by introducing financial news captured with the VIX data into the health news model. The predictability results are presented in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}, [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} for top-20 countries with reported COVID-19 cases and reported deaths respectively. In line with the previous analyses, we also evaluate the forecast performance of the VIX-augmented health news model relative to the historical average as well as the single predictor health news model (MD1).Table 5Combined health-news and VIX predictability results and forecast evaluation -- top-20 countries with reported COVID-19 cases.Table 5CoefficientsHN &VIX-predictor model*hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~−1.4411[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.4754)*vix*~*i*,\ *t*−1~−1.4644[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.3621)  Forecast evaluationVIX model vs historical averageHN &VIX model vs HNIn-sampleC-T stat0.0810−0.0075Clark & West2.3769[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}0.0010(0.3723)(0.0634)  Out-of-sampleC-T stat0.01340.0920Clark & West6.2320[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}3.5413[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}(1.1938)(0.7999)[^6][^7]Table 6Combined health-news and VIX predictability results and forecast evaluation -- top-20 countries with reported COVID-19 deaths.Table 6CoefficientsHN &VIX-predictor model*hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~−1.2327[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.3585)*vix*~*i*,\ *t*−1~−1.1687[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.2733)  Forecast evaluationVIX model vs historical averageHN &VIX model vs HNIn-sampleC-T stat0.1053−0.0137Clark & West1.6604[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.0272(0.2920)(0.0470)  Out-of-sampleC-T stat0.05500.0739Clark & West4.9528[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}2.2112[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}(0.9434)(0.5851)[^8][^9]

The estimated predictability regression when VIX is combined with the health news index shows that both coefficients of one-period lagged health news and VIX are negative and statistically significant. For the forecast performance, the results show that the VIX-augmented model outperforms the historical average model both for the in-sample and out-of-sample data partition. Similarly, the model that accommodates both news indices (health and financial news) perform better than the one with health news only, although the forecast accuracy is relatively equal for the in-sample period. This appears to mirror reality as rational investors seek for all the available information that will strengthen their understanding of the market risks.

The second additional results involve estimating the health news predictability model of stock returns using the heterogeneous panel model approach in order to account for unobserved common factors among the cross sections. The results are summarized in [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"} . The coefficients conform with our a priori expectation that stock returns responds negatively to increasing health-news searches and it is in tune with earlier results using the homogenous panel estimator. Further, the in-sample and out-of-sample forecast performance evaluation further confirms that using health news as a predictor in stock returns predictability will outperform the historical average model, using both the [@bb0105] and [@bb0130] tests.Table 7Health-news predictability results and forecast evaluation using heterogenous panel estimator.Table 7CoefficientsTop reported casesTop reported deaths*hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~−3.1265[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.5106)−2.5901[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.2804)  Forecast evaluationHN model vs historical averageHN model vs historical averageIn-sampleC-T stat0.09270.0863Clark & West2.3693[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}1.3211[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}(0.5293)(0.2623)  Out-of-sampleC-T stat0.08810.1046Clark & West5.0126[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}3.3366[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}(1.1415)(0.6890)[^10][^11]

Lastly, we account for the possible influence of extreme observations or outliers in the predictability models. The empirical literature have established that having some units that are far away from the behavior of other observations in the sample could impact estimated results (see [@bb0085]; [@bb0435]; [@bb0440]). Therefore, as an additional robustness test to check for the presence and influence of possible outliers in the dataset, we re-estimated the health-news predictability model of stock returns using robust-to-outliers panel estimator. We employed the robust least squares procedure which addresses both the potential outliers in the predictor and predicted variables and the results are summarized in [Table A1](#t0040){ref-type="table"} in the Appendix. We find that the estimated predictability results and the forecast performance are consistent after accounting for outliers. Although the magnitude of impact of health news on stock returns declined after adjusting for outliers, the sign is still negative and statistically significant (see [Table A1](#t0040){ref-type="table"}). In addition, both the forecast measures confirm that the single predictor health news model outperforms the historical average. By implication, predicting stock returns using health news index consistently outperforms the benchmark model regardless of the underlying assumptions for the parameter estimates.

5. Conclusion {#s0030}
=============

This study derives its motivation from the current global pandemic, COVID-19, to explore the significance of health news Google searches in predicting stock returns. Our analyses cover top-20 most affected countries during the pandemic in terms of reported cases and deaths. The empirical literature is replete with studies on how news and information trends can predict economic and financial variables (see [@bb0100]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0230]; [@bb0250]; [@bb0255]; [@bb0260]; [@bb0375], [@bb0345]; [@bb0395]). However, the role of health news in the return predictability is less understudied, this is the main contribution of the study. Given the limited time dimension of available data since the emergence of the novel coronavirus, we employ panel data forecasting approach to evaluate the performance of health-news for stock return predictability. Alternative variants of the health news-based models are considered for robustness. We account for an important feature of the stock returns series, the day-of-the-week effects as well as the "asymmetry" effect and macro-common factors in the health-news predictive model for stock returns. We find that health-news has a negative and statistically significant effect on stock returns, indicating that returns decline as more information is sought on health issues since the pandemic outbreak. While the single predictor model consistently outperforms the historical average model both for in-sample and out-of-sample, accounting for daily effects and controlling for other macroeconomic variables and "asymmetry" effect improves the forecast accuracy of health news.

On the implication of findings, rational investors seeking to maximize returns may need to evaluate the extent of uncertainty associated with infectious diseases before taking any investment decision in the stock market and perhaps other financial markets. By way of suggestion for future research, extending the analyses to other financial market such as the commodity, foreign exchange, bond and money markets would offer more insightful outcomes.

 {#s0040}

Table A1Health-news predictability results and forecast evaluation using panel robust least squares estimator.Table A1CoefficientsTop reported casesTop reported deaths*hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~−0.7316[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.1479)−0.5247[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(0.1377)  Forecast evaluationHN model vs historical averageHN model vs historical averageIn-sampleC-T stat0.02810.0291Clark & West0.4086[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}0.2415[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}(0.0657)(0.0402)  Out-of-sampleC-T stat0.03950.0371Clark & West1.0341[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}0.6702[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}(0.1584)(0.1041)[^12][^13]

The only exception is the study of [@bb0255] however it differs from this study in terms of the choice of news. The former utilizes oil price news while we focus on health-related news.

The platform provides real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 46 million monthly users, and over 400 million sessions, the platform is one of the top three global financial websites according to both Similar Web and Alexa.

There are two approaches for forecasting stock returns using pooled data; (i) forecasting for the individual countries of the same variable and combining their forecasts to produce a single forecast, and (ii) pooling countries\' stock returns data into panel and forecasting. For the former, it has been shown to increase forecast accuracy (see [@bb0070]; [@bb0160]; [@bb0280]; [@bb0405], [@bb0400]; [@bb0430]; [@bb0450]), there are also inherent instabilities and estimation errors particularly in the combination weights when multiple forecasts of the same variable are combined (see [@bb0430]; [@bb0450]). On the other hand, the panel data approach involves the use of panel data procedures and the estimates may eliminate certain biases that may plague country by country estimates.

Previous studies that have examined stock return predictability using historical average as the baseline model include [@bb0060], [@bb0270], [@bb0305], [@bb0275], [@bb0155], [@bb0350], [@bb0360], [@bb0365]), [@bb0380]), and [@bb0385].

This is not the first study to examine stock return predictability using historical average as the baseline model (see [@bb0060]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0275]; [@bb0270]; [@bb0305]; [@bb0350]; [@bb0360]; [@bb0365]; [@bb0380]; [@bb0385]). What is however new is the use of panel data (i.e. pooling of countries) to achieve the same objective while also accounting for some level heterogeneity in the cross-sections.

This idea is also technically motivated by the work of [@bb0455] which provides some technical details and computational procedure on how to incorporate common factors in the predictability of stock returns. The approach followed in the estimation of this model is similar in spirit to that of [@bb0455]. One major attraction to this approach is that it does not require integration property of the common factors used in the predictive model.

The macroeconomic variables considered include global crude oil prices and country\'s domestic currency exchange rates against the US Dollar.

Given the nature of our time series dimension, the forecast evaluation is limited to the in-sample and a single out-of-sample forecast evaluation with one-week ahead period for brevity.

We thank the Anonymous reviewer for suggesting this additional robustness analysis.

he model also helps to resolve any inherent nonstationarity in the series, can also accommodate mixed order of integration and is useful in the estimation of long run and short run dynamics including the speed of adjustment.

We are grateful to [@bb0165], [@bb0170] for providing the relevant codes for the estimation of dynamic panel data models with dynamic common correlated effects.

[^1]: Note: Although, Iran has high incidence of reported COVID-19 cases and deaths, it was omitted from this list because of the unavailability of the country\'s stock data. The figure represents what it was as of 30th of March 2020 when it was retrieved from the website of CDC.

[^2]: Note: The average stock returns are presented in percentages. Column I depicts the average stock returns and its corresponding standard deviation at the overall mean of health-related news search; Column II indicates the average stock returns and its standard deviation when the health news index is above its overall mean, while Column III considers the same requirements when the news index is below its average value.

[^3]: Note: The upper pane of the table summarizes the predictability results for the top-20 countries in terms of COVID-19 reported cases, while the lower pane summarizes the results for the top-20 countries with COVID-19 related deaths. MD1 indicates the single-predictor model with health news as the only predictor; MD2 is the single predictor model with day-of-the-week adjusted stock returns series; MD3 is the heath-news predictor model with "asymmetry" effect; and MD4 is the predictability model with macro-adjusted stock returns series. *hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~, *hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~^+^ and *hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~^−^are respectively the coefficients of one period-lag of symmetric, positive and negative health news effects. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.

[^4]: Indicates statistical significance at 1% level.

[^5]: Note: CR is the historical average model, MD1 indicates the single-predictor model with health news as the predictor; MD2 is the single predictor model with day-of-the-week adjusted stock returns series; MD3 is the heath-news predictor model with "asymmetry" effect; and MD4 is the predictability model with macro-adjusted stock returns series. Forecast performance of the variant models (MD2 to MD4) is evaluated and compared with the performance of the historical average as well as the single predictor model (MD1). Standard errors are reported in parentheses and \*\*\* indicates statistical significance at 1% level. The C-T stat indicates the [@bb0105] test statistics.

[^6]: Note: *hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~and *vix*~*i*,\ *t*−1~ are the coefficients of health-news and stock market volatility index predictors respectively. The C-T stat indicates the [@bb0105] test statistics.

[^7]: Indicates statistical significance at 1% level.

[^8]: Note: *hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~and *vix*~*i*,\ *t*−1~are the coefficients of health-news and stock market volatility index predictors. Both models are estimated using the day-of-the-week adjusted stock returns; C-T stat indicates the [@bb0105] test statistics while C-W test is the [@bb0130] test. Both tests evaluate the forecast performance of the historical average model and the HN and VIX predictor models.

[^9]: Indicate statistical significance at 1% level.

[^10]: Note: *hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~indicate the coefficient of health-news predictor. The C-T stat indicates the [@bb0105] test statistics. For the two categories of countries, i.e. top reporting COVID-19 cases and deaths, the tests evaluate the forecast performance of the historical average model against the HN predictor model.

[^11]: Indicates statistical significance at 1%, level.

[^12]: Note: *hn*~*i*,\ *t*−1~indicate the coefficient of health-news predictor. C-T stat indicates the [@bb0105] test statistics while C-W test is the [@bb0130] test. For the two categories of countries, i.e. top reporting COVID-19 cases and deaths, the tests evaluate the forecast performance of the historical average model against the HN predictor models. Both models are estimated using panel robust least squares estimators which accounts for inherent outliers in the predictor and predicted series.

[^13]: Indicate statistical significance at 1%, level.
